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advantageS disadvantageS 

causeS solutionS 

problemS solutionS 

Some people believe that reading stories from a book is better than watching TV or 

playing computer games for children. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

 

 

Many people hold the view of that reading books is more beneficial to children’s 

imagination ability than other activities. However, others believe TV and computer games 

are also indispensable and can develop children’s intellectual ability. In my opinion, 

though tThhey are both important for children’s growing up and the following will discuss 

few reasonsdevelopment, I believe games are more crucial as they develop logical 

thinking. 

 

Reading helps children develop their imagination creativity ability based on plots 

withoutbecause of the lack of any clues like audiovisual demonstrationinformation/cues. 

For example, fFairy tales provide such an open space for free thinking as kids can must 

picture the plots and figures in their own mind. Some researchers in at Lancaster 

University in the UK did a recent survey on children’schildren’s’ imaginations and their 
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time spent on reading. The results clearly showed a direct link between their reading time 

and imagination imaginative ability. Children who read more tend to show a richer 

imagination and better ability to construct their own stories and images. HoweverIn 

contrast, watching TV sometimes restricts their imagination since there are direct scenes 

to watchit is a more passive experience that requires no active creation from the audience. 

No doubt readingthis is the reason why reading is globally regarded as a beneficial activity 

for children’s well development generally and creativity in particular. 

 

Nevertheless, when it comes to children’s intellectual development, watching TV and 

playing computer games are far more effective than othereducational tools methods. 

There are numerous beneficial TV programs with vivid pictures and animations which can 

arose engender/encourage/stimulate great interest among children. As they watch 

attentively, they could can learn a wide range of specialized knowledge from mother 

nature and wildlife to cutting edge technology and history. As for computer games, there 

are increasing numbers of intellectually-oriented games on the market developed by 

educational enthusiastsists. These games online puzzle and strategy games always 

require a certain level of logic thinking and sometime can sometimescould be 

challengingeable for and encourage patience suchin young children as online puzzles and 

strategy games. More people parents, teachers, and scientists now accept the idea now 

that such media serves an important role in children’s lifetime lifelong learning and the 

transition to becoming a well-rounded member of society. And another reason is that... 
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In conclusion, books, TV programs and computer games are all beneficial to for children’s 

ability development, however I believe that the effect of games and television on 

intellectual development make them more important. To become well-rounded adults, it is 

perfectly reasonable for children to extend their imagination by balancing reading more 

books and strengthening their intelligence by enjoying different TV programs or computer 

games. 
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